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architecture 

device organization 

Each FPGA consists of a mat『ix of logic modules arranged in rows separated by channels containing 
inte『connect tracks. The matrix is surrounded with peripheral inputs, outputs, I/Os, and diagnostic circuits. A 
partial view of the TPC 1 O Series logic modules with examples of interconnections is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Partial View of TPC10 Series lnterc。nnection Capability 

logic module 

Each core logic module has the equivalent complexity of four 2-input NANO gates. The module shown in 
Figure 3, is an 8-input, 1-output gate cluster that can implement hardwired p「imitive gates, Booleans, latches, 
flip-flops, multiplexers, half or full adder slices, or multiplexed-input flip-flops. The TI-ALS libra「y contains a full 
spectrum of 2-, 3-, and 4-input AND, NANO, OR, and NOR gate macros covering all derivatives of true and/or 
complement input combinations. Similar modular implementations, covering the spectrum of true and/or 
complement input combinations, are included for each functional category of macros in the library. Latches and 
flip-flops are created by connecting two or more logic modules in the appropriate circuit configuration. The 
macros are captured, simulated, placed, analyzed, and programmed using the TPC10 design libra「y.
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Figure 3. TPC10 Series Logic Module 
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interconnect tracks 

The channeled interconnect tracks consist of isolated metal segments that can be connected by addressing and 
programming antifuses. Each channel has 25 horizontal 「outing tracks, 22 are for logic, one is for clock, one 
is for power, and one is for ground. In addition, there are 13 ve「tical routing tracks per logic module column. Both 
horizontal and vertical tracks, in combination with the approximately 340 antifuses per logic module, produce 
a network that is capable of interconnecting up to 90 percent of the equivalent gates. Based on the placement 
of macros, the programming process selects and activates antifuses that both create the logic module macros

‘ 

and I/Os, and interconnect the entire array. 

I／。 butters

Each 1/0 pin is configurable as an input or an output. In addition, 1/0 pins configured as outputs can be defined 
as totem-pole, 3-state, or bidirectional. Inputs can be driven by CMOS or TIL levels and output levels are 
compatible with standard CMOS and TIL specifications. Outputs sink or source a current of 4 mA at TIL output 
levels. See the dc characteristics for additional 1/0 buffer specifications. The I/Os can be manually assigned 
to any available package pin, or the ALS software can automatically place the I/Os in the optimum configuration. 

diagnostic probe pins 

TPC1 O Series devices have two independent diagnostic probe pins, PAA and PRB. The pins allow the use「 to
observe any internal signals by entering the appropriate net name in the diagnostic software. Signals may be 
viewed on an oscilloscope, logic analyzer, or with the workstation diagnostics using the Actionprobe diagnostic 
tools. The probe pins can also be used as user-defined I/Os, depending on the level of the mode control pin. 
When configured as user-defined I/Os, the pins have the same characteristics as other 1/0 pins. 

security fuses 

The TPC1 O Series secu「ity fuses can be used to permanently disable further diagnostics and testing. After the 
security fuses are programmed, access to the architecture is not available. This makes the FPGA design difficult 
to copy. 
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